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NOAH FIDLIN
Senior Art Portfolio 2020
Artist Statement
For my final project at St. Norbert College, I created an art and design magazine visually 
inspired by the Swiss design movement, David Carson, classic rave flyers and artwork 
done for musicians such as My Bloody Valentine, Stars of the Lid, and those on the Warp 
Records roster. My primary goal was to utilize the best parts of analog and digital media, 
reiterating my own work and remixing the work of others until they become something 
else entirely.
While Adobe software was heavily used in the magazine, analog work such as 35mm film, 
Polaroids and photocopies are utilized, making the work more textured in order to add 
visual interest and a nostalgic feel. The work includes distressed illustrations, still life and 
portrait photography, vector images of technology, digital archive screenshots, and heavily 
manipulated typography.
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